Cloning and sequencing of peach rosette mosaic virus RNA1.
The complete nucleotide sequence of peach rosette mosaic nepovirus (PRMV) RNA1 has been determined. A grapevine isolate of PRMV from Michigan was propagated and purified and cDNA clones representing 99. 5% of the RNA1 were constructed. The cDNA and direct RNA sequence analysis revealed a RNA species of 8004 nucleotides, excluding a 3' polyadenylated tail. The 5'- and 3'-untranslated regions were 52 and 1474 nucleotides, respectively. Computer analysis of the PRMV RNA1 nucleotide sequence unveiled a single long open reading frame of 6477 nucleotides, which is capable of encoding a 240 kDa polyprotein. Analysis of the predicted amino acid sequence of RNA1 revealed amino acid motifs characteristic of a replicase, proteinase, NTP-binding protein and a proteinase cofactor. The order and identity of these putative proteins are consistent with other nepoviruses. Analysis of PRMV RNA1 further distinguishes the taxonomic subdivisions within the nepovirus group, confirms the subgroup three status of PRMV and lays the groundwork for a replicase-mediated resistance strategy.